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Homework 
Adverbs of Place 

 
Intermediate 

 
A. Underline the correct Adverb of Place in each sentence. 
 
1. As it was a lovely day, the children were playing outside / indoors. 
 
2. The cafe is near / nearby, just opposite the school. 
 
3. Jim is over there / near, talking to his teacher. 
 
4. It was obvious that he'd had a party, as there were glasses and bottles anywhere / everywhere. 
 
5. We sat on the beach each evening and watched the sun go up / down. 
 
B. Match the sentence halves with their endings and underline the correct Adverb. 
 
1. The weather was so bad that we had ………  a. lives downstairs / down in Flat 101. 
 
2. Carol is my neighbour. She ………    b. because she lives near / nearby. 
 
3. All the seats seem to be taken. Do ………   c. waiting here / there for nearly an hour. 
 
4. Anna doesn't need to take the bus to school ……… d. his wife had gone around / away. 
 
5. I hope the bus comes soon; I've been ………  e. to stay indoors /outside. 
 
6. John had the house to himself because ………  f. you mind if I sit up / here? 
 
7. Standing on the roof of the tall buildng, I was ……… g. the traffic lights. Then turn right / up. 
 
8. Go straight along Main Street until you get to ……… h. it anywhere / everywhere. 
 
9. We don't have to walk far. The cafe's ………  i. afraid to look down / downstairs. 
 
10. Have you seen my hat? I can't find ………  j. just over there / away. 
 
 
C. Complete the sentences using one of the Adverbs of Place below. 
 

around     here     elsewhere     abroad     up 
 

1. The restaurant was very busy, so we decided to have lunch ……………………………… 
 
2. It was so early in the morning that the sun wasn't ………………………………………… yet. 
 
3. I know this neighbourhood well because I've been living …………………………………… for 15 years. 
 
4. Unless you have a passport, you can't travel …………………………………………  
 
5. I heard a noise behind me, so I turned ……………………………………… to see what it was. 

More on this topic at: eclub.to/ap  
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Exercise A 

1. outside 

2. nearby 

3. there 

4. everywhere 

5. down 

  
Exercise B 

1. e, indoors 

2. a, downstairs 

3. f, here 

4. b, nearby 

5. c, here 

6. d, away 

7. i, down 

8. g, right 

9. j, there  

10. h, anywhere 

 

Exercise C 

1. elsewhere 

2. up 

3. here 

4. abroad 

5. around 

 

 
 
 
 


